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Summary
Background: A common feature of memory and its underlying
synaptic plasticity is that each can be dissected into short-
lived forms involving modification or trafficking of existing
proteins and long-term forms that require new gene expres-
sion. An underlying assumption of this cellular view of memory
consolidation is that these different mechanisms occur within
a single neuron. At the neuroanatomical level, however,
different temporal stages of memory can engage distinct
neural circuits, a notion that has not been conceptually inte-
grated with the cellular view.
Results: Here, we investigated this issue in the context of
aversive Pavlovian olfactory memory in Drosophila. Previous
studies have demonstrated a central role for cAMP signaling
in the mushroom body (MB). The Ca2+-responsive adenylyl
cyclase RUTABAGA is believed to be a coincidence detector
in g neurons, one of the three principle classes of MB Kenyon
cells. We were able to separately restore short-term or long-
term memory to a rutabaga mutant with expression of ruta-
baga in different subsets of MB neurons.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest a model in which the
learning experience initiates two parallel associations: a short-
lived trace in MB g neurons, and a long-lived trace in a/b
neurons.
Introduction
Memory consolidation and its underlying synaptic plasticity
each have been dissected into short-, intermediate-, and
long-term forms [1–3]. Short-term plasticity generally involves
modification of preexisting proteins, whereas long-term plas-
ticity and memory involve recruitment of a cascade of new
gene expression [4–6]. This cellular view is consistent with
the idea that both short- and long-lived modifications occur
sequentially in the same set of neurons. In contrast, anatom-
ical lesions suggest a dissection of temporal phases of
memory into different circuits [7–11].
Here, we investigated the relationship between biochemical
signaling and circuit function in memory consolidation via
a Pavlovian olfactory task in Drosophila. We used cell-type-
restricted expression of the RUTABAGA adenylyl cyclase,
which is believed to be a major coincidence detector for this
*Correspondence: dubnau@cshl.edutask, to map the spatial requirements for each temporal phase
of memory.
The cAMP signaling cascade has been shown to play a
key and conserved role in memory formation [12–14]. In
Drosophila, this has been investigated in the most detail in
the context of an aversive Pavlovian olfactory conditioning
assay [15]. Genetic experiments have revealed a clear role
in memory for many components of this pathway, from
G protein-coupled signaling at the membrane to CREB activa-
tion in the nucleus [16, 17]. A wide variety of experiments have
indicated that cAMP signaling in a neural structure called the
mushroom bodies (MBs) plays a central role and may be suffi-
cient at least for short-term memory (STM).
MBs are paired neuropils located in the dorsal protocere-
brum of many insect brains [18]. The MB Kenyon cell axons
form a bundle that bifurcates into several distinct lobes
that contain most of the axon terminals. Importantly, the
Drosophila MBs consist of at least three major classes of
Kenyon cells, whose axonal branches occupy distinct subsets
of lobes [19]: the a/b neurons, a0/b0 neurons, and the g lobe
neurons.
Multiple components of the cAMP signaling pathway have
been shown to be expressed at elevated levels in MBs [16,
17, 20, 21]. In the case of the RUTABAGA adenylyl cyclase,
expression is elevated in MBs [22], and transgenic expression
in MBs of a rutabaga+ cDNA is sufficient to rescue the learning
defect of the rutabaga mutant [23–25]. Moreover, expression
just in the g lobe subset of Kenyon cells is sufficient to restore
STM [23, 26]. In contrast, expression in the a/b subset of MB
neurons has been reported to have no effect or only a modest
effect on STM (depending on odor combinations used during
training) [26]. Together, the data support the hypothesis that
odor-shock associations occur largely in MB g lobe neurons.
The cellular notion of memory consolidation would therefore
suggest that long-term memory (LTM) might involve cAMP
signaling onto CREB, within g lobe neurons. However, this
notion is at odds with two recent findings. First, LTM has
been reported to require NMDA receptor function in a different
neural structure, the R4m neurons of the ellipsoid body [27].
Second, spatially restricted expression of a CREB repressor
[28] specifically in a/b MB neurons inhibits an associative
increase in calcium influx and blocks LTM [29].
Here, we investigated the process of memory consolidation
at the circuit level by expressing a rutabaga+ cDNA in each of
the three major subsets of MB neurons in animals that were
otherwise mutant for the rutabaga gene. We then assayed
the ability of spatially restricted expression of rutabaga to
support each of the temporal stages of memory consolidation.
Via this approach, we were able to independently restore
either STM or LTM performance to a rutabaga mutant animal,
depending on the subtype of MB neurons in which we
expressed the transgene.
Our findings suggest that the learning experience initiates
a rapidly formed but short-lived memory trace in the MB g
neurons and also causes a long-lived memory to form more
slowly in the MB a/b neurons. We propose that the g lobe
and a/b lobe neurons support independent memory traces
with different kinetics of formation and decay.
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RUTABAGA Adenylyl Cyclase Is Required for Short- and
Long-Term Memory
As previously reported [23, 30, 31], each of two rutabaga
mutant alleles exhibited severely reduced performance 2 min
as well as 3 hr after a single aversive Pavlovian training session
(Figure 1A; see also below). We next examined two different
forms of consolidated memory in the rutabaga mutants. We
used ten repetitive training sessions, either massed together
(massed training) or with a 15 min rest interval between training
sessions (spaced training) [32]. Massed training yields a
memory that is stable for over 24 hr but is believed to be
independent of CREB-mediated gene expression. In contrast,
spaced training induces an additional consolidated LTM that is
sensitive to cycloheximide and requires CREB-mediated tran-
scription [28, 32]. The rutabaga mutant animals exhibited
severely reduced performance 24 hr after either ten massed
(Figure 1B) or ten spaced sessions of training (Figure 1C; see
also [33]). The fact that rutabaga mutants exhibited severely
reduced STM and LTM provided an opportunity to map the
spatial requirements for rutabaga signaling for each.
Mushroom Body Expression of rutabaga Is Sufficient
to Support Both Short- and Long-Term Memory
We tested whether rutabaga expression in MB neurons could
rescue LTM as has already been shown to be the case for STM
and for intermediate memory during the first 3 hr after a single
training session [23, 26, 31]. We used the established
rutabaga+ cDNA construct under control of the Gal4 transac-
tivator system to spatially restrict rutabaga+ expression in
an otherwise rutabaga mutant animal. Because there is
some evidence that choice of odor combinations can impact
conclusions [26], we consistently used one combination,
3-octanol and 4-methylcyclohexanol, for all experiments (see
Experimental Procedures). We used three different Gal4 lines
(247, C309, and OK107) to drive the expression of the
rutabaga transgene in MB neurons. The C309 and 247 Gal4
drivers each yielded expression in the in a/b and g lobes (Fig-
ures 2B and 2C; [34]) with little or no expression in a0/b0 lobes.
Gal4 line OK107 yielded expression in a/b, g, and a0/b0 neurons,
which includes all three of the major classes of Kenyon cells
(Figure 2D). Of these three pan-MB drivers, 247 shows the
most restricted expression, labeling only approximately one-
third of MB neurons [31].
With MB expression of rutabaga, we were able to improve
memory of the rutabaga mutant both 2 min and 3 hr after
one training session (Figures 3A and 3B; see [23, 26, 31]) as
well as 24 hr after massed training (Figure 3C) . We also were
able to restore the LTM of rutabaga mutants measured 24 hr
after spaced training (Figure 3D). In contrast, expression in
olfactory projection neurons (PNs) under control of Gal4 line
GH146 (Figure 2H) did not improve memory performance
(Figures 4B and 4D; Figures 5B and 5D). This is consistent
with the prior observation that expression of rutabaga in PNs
supports only an appetitive memory trace, but not an aversive
one [35]. Together, the above findings are consistent with
previous results [23, 24, 26] and the broadly accepted hypoth-
esis that rutabaga-dependent cAMP signaling in MBs is suffi-
cient to restore the aversive STM defect of the rutabaga
mutant. Our findings further demonstrate that MB expression
can restore LTM. Thus, rutabaga signaling in MBs appears to
be largely sufficient to support each of the temporal phases
of memory that have been observed with this task.Figure 1. The rutabaga Gene Is Required to Support All Memory Phases
Female flies that were wild-type (w1118 isoCJ1), heterozygous for rut1 or
rut2080, homozygous for rut1 or rut2080, or transheterozygous for both alleles
were tested for immediate memory after a single training session (A) or for
24 hr memory after massed (B) or spaced (C) training. Both homozygous
rut1 and rut2080 as well as transheterozygous animals exhibited perfor-
mance indices significantly lower than wild-type controls. *p < 0.05. (A)
n = 6 for all groups; (B) n = 12 for all groups; (C) n = 13 for all groups. Means
and standard errors are shown.
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For each Gal4 driver, unless otherwise noted, a projection of the MB lobe
region of male flies heterozygous for Gal4 and UAS-mCD8:GFP is shown.
(A) Schematic of olfactory system in Drosophila. Olfactory information from
antennal lobes is conveyed to the mushroom body (MB) calyx via projection
neurons (PNs). Foot shock (unconditioned stimulus, US) is thought to be
conveyed by dopaminergic inputs to MBs (not shown). MB Kenyon cells
are made up of three principle neuron types: a0/b0 and a/b neurons, which
have both a vertical and horizontal branch, and g lobe neurons, which
consist of a single horizontal projection.
(B) 247-driven GFP expression. Expression is restricted to a/b (small arrow-
head) and g (large arrowhead) neurons.
(C) C309-driven GFP expression. Again, expression is restricted to a/b (small
arrowhead) and g (large arrowhead) neurons.
(D) OK107-driven GFP expression. The OK107 expression pattern labels
a0/b0 (small arrowhead), a/b (large arrowhead), and g neurons.
(E) C739-driven GFP expression. Expression is restricted to a/b type
neurons in the MB.rutabaga Expression with Gal4 201Y g Lobe Neurons but
Not Gal4 C739 a/b Neurons Is Sufficient for STM
We tested the effects on both STM and LTM of rutabaga
expression in each of the three major classes of MB Kenyon
cells. For each of these experiments, we used a collection of
well-characterized Gal4 lines [23, 31, 36] that together dissect
the MB neuron subtypes. Gal4 line C739 yields expression in
all or most a/b lobe neurons, but not in the other classes of
MB neurons (Figure 2E). For expression in a0/b0 lobes, we
used the C305a Gal4 driver that expresses in approximately
50% of the prime lobes (Figure 2F; [36]) as well as outside
the MB, notably in antennal lobes and the ellipsoid body.
Gal4 line 201Y drives expression in all or most g lobe neurons
as well as in a small number of core a/b lobe neurons (Fig-
ure 2G). A recently published report provides detailed charac-
terization of each of the Gal4 drivers utilized in this study [37].
Although no Gal4 driver is entirely specific to a given cell type,
the ones we have chosen are among the most specific for each
MB cell type among those available.
As reported previously [23, 26, 31], we found that expression
primarily in g neurons, with the 201Y driver, was sufficient to
restore 2 min memory performance (Figure 4A). In contrast,
expression in a/b or a0/b0 lobes did not improve STM perfor-
mance of the rutabaga mutant (also observed previously;
see [23, 26, 31]) (Figures 4A and 4B). Interestingly, memory
at the 3 hr time point could not be significantly improved
with expression in 201Y g lobe neurons alone. In fact, we did
not significantly restore 3 hr memory with expression in any
single MB neuron subtype (Figures 4C and 4D). This is in
contrast to the performance increase seen with broad MB
expression with OK107 (cf. Figure 3B). This demonstrates
that for memory 3 hr after training, additional expression in
combination with g lobes is needed to fully support memory
performance (see below).
rutabaga Expression with Gal4 C739 a/b but Not Gal4 201Y
g Lobe Neurons Supports Long-Term Memory
We next tested the effects of rutabaga expression in each of
these three neuron subtypes on memory measured 24 hr after
massed or spaced training. Massed training yields a memory
trace that is long-lived but genetically and pharmacologically
distinct from CREB-dependent LTM. Spaced training induces
this CREB-dependent LTM [32]. Our experiments with spaced
training yielded two unexpected results. First, in contrast to
STM after one training session, we saw no improvement in
LTM with 201Y g lobe expression (Figure 5C). Instead, after
spaced training, we obtained significant restoration of memory
performance only with expression in C739 a/b lobe neurons
(Figure 5D). These two findings are surprising because C739
a/b expression does not improve STM performance of the
rutabaga mutants. Thus, rutabaga signaling in a/b lobes is
sufficient to support LTM but not STM (Figures 4B and 4D).
In contrast, g lobe expression supports STM but not LTM.
Taken together, these findings suggest that rutabaga function
(F) C305a-driven GFP expression. The C305a expression pattern labels
approximately half of a0/b0 MB neurons (large arrowhead) and ellipsoid
body neurons (small arrowhead), as well as antennal lobes.
(G) 201Y-driven GFP expression. The 201Y expression pattern labels g
(large arrowhead) and a small number of core a/b (small arrowhead)
neurons.
(H) GH146-driven GFP expression. A whole brain projection of a male fly
heterozygous for GH146 Gal4 and UAS-mCD8:GFP is shown. GH146 labels
olfactory PNs.
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Support All Memory Phases
Memory retention was tested 2 min (A) and 3 hr (B)
after a single training session as well as 24 hr after
either massed (C) or spaced (D) training. In each
case, performance was compared among the
following groups: rut2080 mutant males with a
UAS-rut+ transgene but no Gal4 driver (rut2080/Y;
UAS-rut), rut2080 heterozygous females with
a UAS-rut+ transgene but no Gal4 driver (rut2080/+;
UAS-rut), rut2080 mutant males with a UAS-rut+
transgene and one of three MB Gal4 lines (247,
C309, or OK107), or rut2080 heterozygous females
with a UAS-rut+ transgene and one of the three
Gal4 lines. (Because rut is X linked, we used hemi-
zygous males for these experiments.) In this and
all following figures, males with no Gal4 line are
shown in dark gray bars, males with Gal4 lines
are shown in light gray bars, heterozygous female
siblings that do not contain a Gal4 line are shown
in black bars, and heterozygous females contain-
ing Gal4 lines are shown in an associated supple-
mental figure. The control females for this figure
are shown in Figure S1. In contrast with the
rut2080/Y;UAS-rut mutant males, rut2080 mutant
males with both a UAS-rut+ transgene and each
of the MB Gal4 drivers (247, C309, or OK107)
exhibited significantly improved performance
levels 2 min after training (*p < 0.05, n = 6 for all
groups) (A); improved performance 3 hr after
a single training session, with OK107 showing
significant improvement (*p < 0.05, n = 7 for all
groups) (B); or improved performance 24 hr after
either massed training, with C309 showing signif-
icant improvement (*p < 0.05, n = 15 for all groups)
(C), or spaced training, with both C309 and OK107
showing significant improvement (*p < 0.05, n = 23
for all groups) (D). Means and standard errors are
shown for all groups. In all cases, no significant
improvements were observed in control females
that were rut2080/+;UAS-rut and contained a Gal4
line (Figure S1).in a/b lobes is sufficient to consolidate the residual STM
that forms in rutabaga mutant animals (Figure 1; see also
Figure S5 available online). As was the case with single training
sessions and massed training, we again saw no improvement
in memory performance with expression in C305a a0/b0 lobe
neurons or with expression in olfactory PNs (Figures 5C and
5D). Together, these findings support a specific requirement
of rutabaga in C739 a/b neurons to support memory 24 hr after
spaced training. It also is of interest that memory after massed
training can be partially supported with either 201Y g or C739
a/b lobe neurons (Figures 5A and 5B).
Combined Expression of rutabaga in 201Y g and C739
a/b Neurons Restores Both Short- and Long-Term Memory
Expression of the rutabaga+ transgene in a/b and g lobes with
Gal4 line C309 improves memory measured out to 24 hr after
either massed or spaced training (Figure 3). In contrast, we
observed only partial rescue of memory 24 hr after massed
training with 201Y g lobe or C739 a/b expression and partial
rescue of memory after spaced training with C739 a/b lobe
expression (Figures 5A, 5B, and 5D). Together, these results
suggest that for these memory retention intervals, some
combination of a/b and g lobe expression is needed. As an
independent test of the effects of combined expression in a/b
and g lobes, we generated rutabaga mutant animals that con-
tained both the 201Y and C739 Gal4 lines, as well as therutabaga+ transgene (Figure 6). When combined in the same
fly, these two Gal4 lines yielded expression that included
both the a/b and g lobes (Figure 7A). Immediately or 3 hr after
a single training session, combined expression in both g lobes
and a/b lobes resulted in nearly normal levels of performance
[24] (Figures 6A and 6B; see also Figure 4A). On its own, a/b
lobe expression with C739 was not sufficient to improve
STM (Figure 4B; Figure 6A). Moreover, at the 3 hr time point,
expression in either one of these cell types on its own did
not significantly improve memory, but the combination did
(Figures 4C and 4D; Figure 6B).
We next examined the effects of combined 201Y g lobe and
C739 a/b expression on memory measured 24 hr after massed
and spaced training. With spaced training, we once again
observed no improvement with 201Y g lobe expression alone
and a partial but significant effect with C739 a/b lobe expres-
sion (compare Figure 6D with Figures 5C and 5D). The partial
rescue with a/b lobe expression appeared, however, to be
significantly bolstered with the addition of g lobe expression
(Figure 6D). A potential caveat to this interpretation is that in
this particular experiment, we also observed modestly
increased performance in female control siblings that were
heterozygous for rutabaga and contained both of these two
Gal4 lines (see Supplemental Data). Nevertheless, we strongly
favor the interpretation that 201Y g lobe expression bolsters
the effects of C739 a/b lobe expression for two reasons. First,
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which also expresses in both of these MB subtypes but not
in a0/b0. Second, in an independent series of experiments
(Figure 8), we again observed the increased performance in
males that contained C739 and 201Y, but we did not observe
the nonspecific increase in females (Figure S6).
It is notable that the 247 driver also expresses in both a/b
and g neurons but that expression with this driver does not
significantly improve performance 3 hr after a single training
session or 24 hr after massed or spaced training (Figures
3B–3D). This is likely because the 247 driver expresses in
a smaller subset of cells than either the C309 driver or the
combination of 201Y and C739 drivers [37].
Nevertheless, this prompted us to perform an additional
control experiment to rule out the possibility that combined
expression from C739/201Y improved performance after
spaced training because of an increase in the number of MB
neurons expressing rutabaga rather than because of the types
of MB neurons. We created animals that were mutant for
rutabaga, contained the UAS-rutabaga+ transgene, and also
contained both the 201Y and C305a drivers. In this way, we
increased thenumberofMBneuronsasbeforebut now included
the g and a0/b0 neurons (Figure 7B) instead of g and a/b neurons
(Figure 7A). In contrast with the C739/201Y combination (Fig-
ure 6D; Figure 8), we observed no restoration of memory with
the C305a/201Y combination (Figure 8). Taken together, these
Figure 4. MB g Lobe Expression of rutabaga
Supports Early Memory
Memory retention was tested 2 min (A and B) and
3 hr (C and D) after a single training session.
(A and B) rut2080 males with a UAS-rut+ transgene
but no Gal4 driver (rut2080/Y;UAS-rut) exhibited
reduced performance relative to heterozygous
sisters (rut2080/+;UAS-rut). In contrast, rut2080
mutant males with both a UAS-rut+ transgene
and the 201Y g lobe Gal4 driver exhibit signifi-
cantly improved levels of performance and signif-
icantly improved performance relative to mutant
levels (A). However, rut2080 mutant males with
both a UAS-rut+ transgene and an a0/b0 Gal4
driver (C305a) (A), an a/b Gal4 driver (C739) (B),
or a PN driver (GH146) (B) were not significantly
improved from mutant controls. *p < 0.05. (A)
n = 8 for all groups; (B) n = 12 for all groups.
(C and D) Flies of the same genotypes were also
tested for 3 hr memory after a single training
session. In this case, expression with the lobe-
specific Gal4 drivers 201Y and C305a (C) or
C739 and GH146 (D) was not sufficient to signifi-
cantly improve performance above mutant
levels. *p < 0.05. (C) n = 7 for all groups; (D)
n = 8 for all groups.
Means and standard errors are shown for all
groups. In all cases, no significant improvements
were observed in control females that were
rut2080/+;UAS-rut and contained a Gal4 line
(Figure S2).
findings strongly support the hypothesis
that g lobe expression of rutabaga
bolsters the impact of expression in a/b.
Discussion
Pavlovian olfactory learning in
Drosophila is believed to involve
rutabaga-dependent coincidence detection of conditioned
stimulus (CS; odor) and unconditioned stimulus (US; shock)
pathways primarily in MB g lobe neurons [23, 26, 31]. The CS
olfactory information is carried by PNs from the antennal
lobe, and the US is thought to be mediated by dopaminergic
or octopaminergic neurons for aversive and appetitive
learning, respectively [38, 39]. In this model, the RUTABAGA
adenylyl cyclase is synergistically activated by concurrent
elevation in intracellular calcium, driven by the CS stimulus,
and by G protein-coupled protein receptor activation, driven
by the US. RUTABAGA stimulation results in elevated levels
of cAMP and activation of PKA, which in turn are assumed to
drive synaptic plasticity underlying memory [40]. STM is
thought to involve transient elevations in PKA activity with
impacts on trafficking and posttranslational modifications of
synaptic proteins. In contrast, LTM is believed to involve
more stable elevation in PKA levels that are induced by repet-
itive spaced training. Activated PKA that is translocated to
the nucleus is thought to cause phosphorylation of CREB
and the activation of a cascade of gene expression [2, 6, 41].
This explanation of olfactory learning in flies derives in part
from genetic manipulations of the cAMP pathway in MB
neurons and in part from a parallel dissection of synaptic plas-
ticity underlying learning in Aplysia [3].
In flies, convergent data from several different types of
experiment support this model. First, mutant strains with
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development [42–44] each block Pavlovian olfactory memory
without impacting the ability to sense and respond to the US
(shock) and CS (odor) stimuli. Second, several canonical
members of the cAMP signaling pathway exhibit elevated
levels of expression in MB [17]. Third, a wide variety of exper-
iments using spatially restricted transgenic manipulations
support the hypothesis that cAMP signaling in MB is sufficient
to support memory performance [17]. In particular, rutabaga
expression in the g lobe subset of MB neurons is sufficient
to restore STM to a rutabaga mutant animal [23, 26] (Figure 4A;
Figure 6A). Fourth, functional imaging studies reveal an asso-
ciative increase in calcium influx in MBs following training [29].
Finally, reversible disruptions of dynamin-dependent neuro-
transmission in MB support the conclusion that output from
a/b and/or g neurons is required during memory retrieval but
not during acquisition or storage [26, 45, 46] (although it is
worth noting that blocking 201Y g neurons alone does not
appear to inhibit 3 min retention [47]). These findings are
largely consistent with the hypothesis that the synaptic plas-
ticity that underlies acquisition is caused by inputs to a/b
and/or g neurons. Output from these neurons is only required
to drive the behavioral responses during retrieval. In contrast,
the neurotransmission in a0/b0 neurons is required during
acquisition and storage, but not during retrieval [34, 47]. Given
our finding that rutabaga expression is sufficient in g and a/b
Figure 5. rutabaga Expression in a/b Neurons
Supports 24 Hour Memory
Memory retention was tested 24 hr after either
massed (A and B) or spaced (C and D) training.
rut2080 males with a UAS-rut+ transgene but no
Gal4 driver (rut2080/Y;UAS-rut) exhibited reduced
performance relative to heterozygous sisters
(rut2080/+;UAS-rut) 24 hr after massed training.
(A and B) rut2080 mutant males heterozygous for
both a UAS-rut+ transgene and the 201Y g lobe
Gal4 driver (A) or the C739 a/b driver (B) exhibited
significantly improved levels of performance
compared to mutant controls. Performance
levels were not significantly improved in flies
carrying the C305a (A) or GH146 (B) Gal4 drivers.
*p < 0.05. (A) n = 16 for all groups; (B) n = 18 for all
groups.
(C and D) Flies of the same genotypes were also
tested 24 hr after spaced training. In this case,
only flies carrying the C739 a/b driver showed
significantly improved performance compared
to mutants (D). Flies carrying the 201Y, C305a,
or GH146 drivers were not improved compared
to mutant levels. *p < 0.05. (C) n = 16 for all
groups; (D) n = 18 for all groups.
Means and standard errors are shown for all
groups. In all cases, no significant improvements
were observed in control females that were
rut2080/+;UAS-rut and contained a Gal4 line
(Figure S3).
(but not a0/b0 lobe) neurons to support
STM and LTM, respectively, we propose
that odor-driven a0/b0 lobe activity is
required for plasticity in a/b and g
neurons (see also [34]).
Several key aspects of this model
remain poorly understood, however.
First, although this model explicitly pro-
poses RUTABAGA as the coincidence
detector in g lobes, approximately 50% of memory perfor-
mance remains intact in rutabaga null mutant animals. Thus,
rutabaga-independent mechanisms are capable of supporting
olfactory associations, but we do not know where this occurs
or what mechanisms are involved. In addition, the few investi-
gations of circuits involved in LTM are hard to interpret in the
context of the simple model outlined above.
Genetic disruptions of MB development prevent LTM [44],
and in several cases, including that of Notch, spatially
restricted gene manipulations support a role for MB [33, 48–
53]. More recently, functional imaging studies have revealed
an elevated odor-driven calcium influx in a/b neurons after
spaced training. Both this cellular correlate and LTM perfor-
mance can be blocked by expression in a/b neurons of
a CREB blocker isoform [29]. Together, these findings indicate
a role for a/b lobe neurons in LTM. This also is consistent with
the reported role of neuralized in a/b lobe neurons [49].
The findings reported here impact our understanding in
several ways. First, we provide strong evidence that rutabaga
signaling in MBs can support both STM and LTM. Viewed in
the context of the literature discussed above, this suggests
that the NMDA receptor requirement observed in ellipsoid
body neurons [27] represents a separate signaling pathway
from that of rutabaga in MB. Second, our data strongly support
the conclusion that STM and LTM involve distinct and func-
tionally independent rutabaga signaling in g and a/b lobes,
Distinct Circuits for Short- and Long-Term Memory
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Combined Supports All Memory Phases
Memory retention was tested 2 min (A) and 3 hr
(B) after a single training session as well as 24
hr after either massed (C) or spaced (D) training.
In each case, performance was compared among
the following groups: rut2080 mutant males with a
UAS-rut+ transgene but no Gal4 driver (rut2080/Y;
UAS-rut), rut2080 heterozygous females with
a UAS-rut+ transgene but no Gal4 driver
(rut2080/+;UAS-rut), rut2080 mutant males with
a UAS-rut+ transgene and either the C739 or
201Y Gal4 driver alone or the C739 and 201Y
drivers combined, and rut2080 heterozygous
females with a UAS-rut+ transgene and these
Gal4 lines (these control females are shown in
Figure S4).
(A and B) In contrast to the rut2080/Y;UAS-rut
mutant males, rut2080 mutant males with both
a UAS-rut+ transgene and the 201Y driver alone
or combined with the C739 driver exhibited
nearly normal performance levels measured
2 min after training, whereas C739 expression
alone caused no improvement (*p < 0.05, n = 6
for all groups) (A), and only combined expression
of both the 201Y and C739 drivers significantly
improved performance 3 hr after a single training
session (*p < 0.05, n = 8 for all groups) (B).
(C) Combined expression of both the 201Y and
C739 drivers significantly improved performance
24 hr after massed training (*p < 0.05, n = 18 for all
groups) (C).
(D) Twenty-four hours after spaced training,
expression with the C739 driver alone resulted
in significant performance improvement; how-
ever, this effect was augmented by combining
both C739 and 201Y expression (*p < 0.05,
n = 23 for all groups).
Means and standard errors are shown for all
groups. In all cases, no significant improvements
were observed in control females that were
rut2080/+;UAS-rut and contained a Gal4 line, with
the exception of flies carrying both the C739 and
201Y drivers combined after spaced training
(Figure S4).respectively. Our findings are consistent with a model in which
two different coincidence detection mechanisms are at play in
MB. One likely occurs in g lobes and requires rutabaga for its
Figure 7. Gal4 Expression Pattern of Double Gal4 Lines
A projection of the MB lobe region of male flies heterozygous for each of two
Gal4 drivers and UAS-mCD8:GFP is shown.
(A) Combined 201Y- and C739-driven GFP expression. 201Y expression in g
lobes and C739 expression in a/b lobes are each visible.
(B) Combined 201Y- and C305a-driven GFP expression. 201Y expression in
g lobes and C305a expression in a0/b0 lobes as well in the ellipsoid body and
antennal lobe are visible.formation. The second appears to be rutabaga independent
but requires rutabaga signaling in a/b lobes for its stabilization.
Several of our key findings support the above model. First,
broad MB expression of a UAS-rutabaga+ transgene was
sufficient to improve performance in rutabaga mutant animals
at each of the time points after one, ten massed, or ten spaced
training sessions (Figure 3). Thus, the need for rutabaga
expression appears to be largely or solely in MB. It is worth
noting that for the 3 hr and 24 hr massed-training time
points, the findings are not entirely consistent. With 3 hr reten-
tion, we could improve memory with OK107, but with 247 and
C309, we observed only a trend of improvement that was not
significant. This may be because of differences in levels of
expression, but given this discrepancy, we cannot rule out
a role for neurons outside the MB for this retention interval.
Our results with massed training were similar. Here, we were
able to restore memory performance significantly with C309,
C739, or 201Y but observed only a trend that was not signifi-
cant with 247. Again, we cannot distinguish whether this
reflects subtle differences in expression levels or cell type
within MBs or an additional requirement for expression
outside MBs. If the latter notion were true, however, it would
imply a common expression outside MBs for the Gal4 lines
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spaced training, however, the data clearly indicate that the
primary rutabaga-dependent contribution to this form of olfac-
tory memory is in MBs.
Our findings support the established hypothesis that ruta-
baga expression in g lobes is sufficient to support rutabaga-
dependent STM and further indicate that expression in a/b or
a0/b0 cannot on its own support STM. In contrast, our most
striking set of findings are that expression in g lobe neurons
with the 201Y driver yields no significant improvement in
LTM performance after spaced training, whereas expression
in C739 a/b neurons supports LTM but does not impact STM
(Figure 5C; Figure 6D; Figure 8). The reciprocal outcomes
seen with 201Y g lobe and C739 a/b lobe Gal4 drivers support
the hypothesis that rutabaga plays at least two roles: to
support STM in g lobe neurons, and for consolidated memory
in a/b neurons. The rutabaga function in a/b lobes appears to
be required to consolidate an association whose formation is
rutabaga independent.
Although we cannot formally rule out a contribution of ruta-
baga expression in the few ellipsoid body neurons labeled by
the C739 Gal4 line, we view this possibility as unlikely for three
reasons. First, the ellipsoid body neurons labeled by C739 are
not of the R4m type, which requires NMDA receptor function
for LTM (A.-S. Chiang, personal communication). Second,
the C305a a0/b0 line also broadly labels the ellipsoid body,
but expression of rutabaga in this pattern does not improve
memory. Finally, we also observed a significant improvement
of memory after spaced training with the C309 and OK107
Gal4 lines, which on their own give expression in both g and
Figure 8. rutabaga Expression in g and a0/b0 Lobes Combined Does Not
Restore Memory 24 Hours after Spaced Training
Memory retention was tested 24 hr after spaced training. Performance was
compared among the following groups: rut2080 mutant males with a UAS-
rut+ transgene but no Gal4 driver (rut2080/Y;UAS-rut), rut2080 heterozygous
females with a UAS-rut+ transgene but no Gal4 driver (rut2080/+;UAS-rut),
and rut2080 mutant males with a UAS-rut+ transgene and the 201Y driver
alone or the 201Y and c305a drivers or the 201Y and C739 Gal4 drivers
combined. For 24 hr after spaced training, expression with either the 201Y
driver alone or the c305a and 201Y drivers combined did not significantly
improve performance compared to rut2080 mutant males with a UAS-rut+
transgene but no Gal4 line. As observed in Figure 6, we saw significant
improvement when we combined C739 and 201Y (*p < 0.05, n = 8 for all
groups). Means and standard errors are shown for all groups. In all cases,
no significant differences were observed among control females that were
rut2080/+;UAS-rut and contained a Gal4 line (Figure S6).a/b neurons but not in the ellipsoid body. Given the known
role for NMDA receptors in the ellipsoid body [27], our results
suggest the interesting hypothesis that there is a dynamic
circuit-level interaction rather than just a biochemical consoli-
dation within MBs.
A common feature of memory across phyla is an apparent
dissection of the neuroanatomical requirements for different
memory phases. In mammalian systems, the notion of memory
transfer has been invoked, but whether this involves an actual
transfer of information or reflects an evolving circuit require-
ment for some other reason is not understood. Our experi-
ments provide evidence that this anatomical dissection of
STM and LTM also occurs in Drosophila and offer circuit-level
and mechanistic insight into this process.
Experimental Procedures
Fly Strains
The wild-type flies utilized in behavior experiments were Canton-S w1118
(iso1CJ). Mutant strains used were rut1 and rut2080. The X-linked rutabaga
alleles were crossed into a background containing the iso1CJ autosomes.
Behavioral rescue experiments were conducted by crossing rut2080;UAS-
rut females (gift from M. Heisenberg) with males from each of the Gal4 lines
c309, OK107, 247, 201Y (gift from A.-S. Chiang), C305a, C739, and GH146. A
control cross to iso1CJ also was used. The experimental groups utilized in
the rescue experiments were male progeny of the above cross that were
rut2080 hemizygous;UAS-rut heterozygous and Gal4 heterozygous. As
a control, we used an identical cross lacking the Gal4 driver. Female
progeny from the same cross that were heterozygous for rut2080 were
used as controls (see Figures S1–S4). GFP imaging was performed by
crossing each Gal4 line with a UAS-mCD8::GFP reporter.
Behavior
All behavioral experiments were performed in a genotype-balanced
manner, with the experimenter blinded to genotype. Data in each figure
represent independent sets of experiments, even in cases where genotypes
and training paradigms are identical. In each case, experiments within
a figure panel were performed in parallel. Olfactory associative learning
was tested by training 2- to 3-day-old flies in a T-maze apparatus with
a Pavlovian conditioning paradigm [15]. Odors used were 3-octanol and
4-methylcyclohexanol. Each individual n consisted of two groups of 125
flies, each of which was shocked in the presence of one of these two odors.
Thus, a single n consisted of approximately 250 flies, with half of the flies
trained to one odor and half to the other odor. A half performance index
was calculated by dividing the number of flies that chose correctly minus
the number of flies that chose incorrectly by the total number of flies in
the experiment. A final performance index was calculated by averaging
both reciprocal half performance indexes for the two odors.
For 24 hr memory experiments, animals were subjected to ten such
training sessions, either massed together or spaced out with a 15 min rest
interval [32, 54]. For these multiple training protocols, robotic trainers were
used, and in all cases the animals were manually tested in the T-maze
apparatus 24 hr after training. All genotypes were trained and tested in
parallel and rotated between all of the robotic trainers to ensure a balanced
experiment.
Statistics
The behavioral data from this paradigm were normally distributed and thus
could be analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA). JMP software was
utilized to perform ANOVA and Tukey-Kramer honestly significant differ-
ence tests, with comparisons made between all genotypes. Statistical
significance in the figures represents a significant increase in performance
in comparison to mutant male control levels with p < 0.05, except in the
supplemental figures, where statistical significance represents a significant
increase compared to heterozygous female controls. Error bars in behav-
ioral data graphs represent the standard error of the mean.
Confocal Imaging
Brains of 2- to 3-day-old adult male flies that were heterozygous for a Gal4
driver and UAS-mCD8::GFP were dissected in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS). The brains were then transferred into 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS
and fixed overnight at 4C. Brains were placed in a vacuum for 40 min to
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1349remove air from tracheae prior to mounting. Brains were then cleared,
mounted in FocusClear solution, and imaged immediately.
Confocal images of brains were acquired with a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal
microscope. The following confocal settings were used: 203 lens, 1 mm
spacing in the z axis, 1024 3 1024 resolution in the x and y axes. The GFP
signal was captured with an Argon/2 488 nm laser. The raw data were pro-
cessed by LSM Image Browser Rel.4.2 (ZEISS) and later manipulated as
figures in Microsoft PowerPoint.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include six figures and can be found with this
article online at http://www.cell.com/current-biology/supplemental/S0960-
9822(09)01398-0.
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Note Added in Proof
This version of this paper differs slightly from the version previously
published online in that two figure citations in the first column on page 4
have been corrected.
